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PrayerLetter
First of all a very Happy
New Year to all of you. Thank you so much for standing with us through
.
the years. We pray that God will bless you through 2014 and that you will come to know Jesus
power and peace in your lives.
We felt it would be good to start with prayer in January. There is plenty to pray about as you will
see below:
Collin writes:
• I am grateful for 2013 and want you to join in praise for all God has done over the past
12 months.
• Please pray for our up coming Strategic meeting that we get clear guidance for where
and how to work.
• Wisdom on how and when to partner with work in South Sudan. (Please also pray for the
ongoing peace talks there that the current civil unrest will be quickly resolved. Ian)
• For a renewed passion in the team for YEA and youth ministry generally.
Eugene writes:
• I have been struggling a lot with my health and this seems to have been the recurring
theme of my life for the latter part of 2013. My main prayer concern is that this year
things will be different. Not just for me but for my family as well.
• I would also like to go back to school and study a bit more in the area of project
management so I can have an even better skill set for YEA. This will also be useful in
my photography work as I will be better at handling client projects when they come my
way.
• I also feel that I am at the point where something amazing is on the verge of happening.
I feel like God is currently preparing for something and I feel more compelled to study
the Word and am receiving amazing insights. I don't know what God will do but am
waiting patiently.
Ian writes:
• I am excited for 2014 to see God grow and mature YEA as a Ugandan organisation. As
part of this I pray especially for Collin as he takes a greater leadership role and Eugene
as he handles the field work. Please pray for all the volunteers as they make up a
valuable team to reach youth and develop youth ministry.
• I am also praying for wisdom how to develop the Ugandan Board and who should take
the role of Chairman now that Hannington has left for Jordan.
• Pray for Gods continued provision for the work including wisdom and blessing as we
seek to generate local income.
• Personally I am well occupied with the youth at Kampala International Church. Please
pray for our group vision for 2014 to become a “Youth community not a youth group”.
Pray for Inge and Harriet who recently got Baptized in the River Nile and generally that
the whole group will grow in passion and gifting.

We look forward to writing again in February.
Ian and the YEA Team.

